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In this paper a new concept of using semantic map for robot
operator training purpose is described. The approach consists
of 3D laser data acquisition, semantic elements extraction (using image processing techniques) and transformation to rigid
body simulation engine, therefore the State Of the Art related
to those research topics will be discussed. The combination of
a 2D laser range finder with a mobile unit was described as
the simulation of a 3D laser range finder in [1]. In this sense
we can consider that several researches are using so called
simulator of 3D laser range finder to obtain 3D cloud of points
[2]. The common 3D laser simulator is built on the basis of
a rotated 2D range finder. The rotation axis can be horizontal
[3], vertical [4] or similarly to our approach (the rotational axis
lies in the middle of the scanners field of view).
Semantic information extracted from 3D laser data is recent research topic of modern mobile robotics. In [5] a semantic map for a mobile robot was described as a map that
contains, in addition to spatial information about the environment, assignments of mapped features to entities of known
classes. In [6] a model of an indoor scene is implemented as
a semantic net. This approach is used in [7] where robot extracts semantic information from 3D models built from a laser
scanner. In [8] the location of features is extracted by using
a probabilistic technique (RANSAC). Also the region growing approach [9] extended from [10] by efficiently integrating
k-nearest neighbor (KNN) search is able to process unorganized clouds of points. The semantic map building is related
to SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) problem
[11]. Most of recent SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping) techniques use camera [12], laser measurement
system [13] or even registered 3D laser data [14]. Concerning the registration of 3D scans described in [15] we can find
several techniques solving this important issue. The authors
of [16] briefly describe ICP (Iterative Closest Points) algorithm
and in [17] the probabilistic matching technique is proposed.
In [18] the mapping system that acquires 3D object models of
man-made indoor environments such as kitchens is shown.
The system segments and geometrically reconstructs cabinets with doors, tables, drawers, and shelves, objects that
are important for robots retrieving and manipulating objects in
these environments.
A detailed description of computer based simulators
for unmanned vehicles is shown in [19] [57]. Also in [20]
the comparison of real-time physics simulation systems is
given, where a qualitative evaluation of a number of free
publicly available physics engines for simulation systems
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and game development is presented. Several frameworks
are mentioned such as USARSim which is very popular in
research society [21], Stage, Gazebo [22], Webots [23],
MRDS (Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio) [24]. Some
researchers found that there are many available simulators
that offer attractive functionality, therefore they proposed
a new simulator classification system specific to mobile robots and autonomous vehicles [25]. A classification system
for robot simulators will allow researchers to identify existing
simulators which may be useful in conducting a wide variety
of robotics research from testing low level or autonomous
control to human robot interaction.. To ensure the validity
of robot models, NIST proposes standardized test methods
that can be easily replicated in both computer simulation
and physical form [26].
In this paper we propose a new idea of semantic map
building, this map can be transformed into rigid body simulation. It can be used for several applications such as robot operator training. It is a new idea and can give an opportunity to
develop training systems composed by real and virtual robots.
We hope that it will improve multi robot system design and
development. The paper is organized as follows: in section
“Robot” robot and its data acquisition module is described. In
section “Semantic map approach” we explained the semantic map concept applied to walls and stairs detection. Section
“Semantic simulation engine” describes the core of proposed
simulation system. The final discussion is given in the “Conclusion”.

Robot
The robot used is an ActiveMedia PIONEER 3AT, equipped
with SARA (Sensor Data Acquisition System for Mobile Robotic Applications). SARA is composed by 2 lasers LMS SICK
100 orthogonally mounted. Bottom laser can rotate, therefore
it delivers 3D cloud of points in stop-scan fashion. Ethernet
camera delivers image data available via web browser. Figure
1 shows the hardware and data visualization.

Rotated SICK
The rotational axis lies in the middle of the scanners field of
view. To rotate the scanner we use a computer controlled
PTU-D46-17.5 pan-tilt unit from Directed Perception. A horizontal scan point without rotation of pan tilt unit would have
the coordinates
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Fig. 1. Robot PIONEER 3AT equipped with SARA (Sensor Data Acquisition System for Mobile Robotic Applications). From left: robot,
image from onboard camera, 3D cloud of points
Rys. 1. Robot PIONEER 3AT wyposażony w SARA (Sensor Data Acquisition System for Mobile Robotic Applications). Od lewej: robot, widok z kamery, chmura punktów 3D



x i = cos α i ⋅ ri ; y i = sin α i ⋅ ri ; z i = 0;

(1)

with αi as an angle between optical axis and the laser beam, ri
as corresponding distance. Taking into account the additional
rotation around the optical axis X (Figure 1) leads to:
x i = cos α i ⋅ ri ; y i = sin α i ⋅ cos β ⋅ ri ; z i = sin α i ⋅ sin β ⋅ ri ; (2)
with β as the rotation angle around X axis measured form Y
counterclockwise.

Semantic map approach
The proposed approach is dedicated to structured INDOOR
environment where floor is flat and walls are straight and
orthogonal to floor and ceiling, stairs are parallel and ergonomic. It is obvious that if we try to use this approach in
unstructured environment, algorithm will generate numerous not-labeled objects. To find semantic objects such as
“wall”, “ceiling”, “floor”, “doors” (with joint), “stairs” we are
using a new idea that is based on prerequisites generation
from projected single 3D scan (onto OXY plane for “wall”,
“door”, “stairs” and onto OXZ for “ceiling” and “floor”). Prerequisites are generated using image processing techniques
such as Hough transform for line extraction. The prerequisites are checked in next step, if the constraint in satisfied,
the semantic object is assigned. For instance if we assume
3D scan projected onto OXY plane, a single line is related
to a “wall” prerequisite, 3 parallel lines are prerequisite of
“stairs”, 2 connected lines are prerequisite of opened doors
and the connection can be a joint. Single long line in 3D scan
projected onto OXZ plane is a prerequisite of “ceiling” and
“floor”. In next subsection we introduce the algorithm for line
extraction from projected 3D scan.

Line extraction from projected 3D scan
In Figure 2 the rectangle of 3D scan projection onto OXY plane
is shown. We assume that robot is located on a surface (in
other case additional pitch/roll sensors can be used), therefore projected wall, doors and stairs determine the line on the
considered binary image. The same assumption is related to
ceiling and floor detection in case of 3D scan projection onto
OXZ plane. We consider the region 10 x 10 m because of the
acceptable distance between closest measured 3D points. On
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the same figure the correspond image coordinates are shown
for instance point Pxy=(-5, -5) corresponds to Puv=(0, 0). The
image size is 512 pixels width, 512 pixels height, therefore
one pixels occupies the rectangle region approximately 20 x
20 cm. The step of line extraction algorithm is to compute the
sum of projected points for each pixels.
This approach has a disadvantage caused by the 3D data
acquisition technique. Because laser is rotated around its optical
axis, the sum values are increased in front of the laser and decreased in other regions. To avoid this disadvantage we propose
prerequisites boosting method. In Figure 3 it can be seen that
the obstacle located in front of laser (its optical axis) influences
increased sum-values. On the contrary obstacle located near Y
axis influences decreased sum-value that can result in omitting
this prerequisite. The prerequisites boosting method is based on
normalization technique that uses the model of laser beam intersection with rectangular prisms with base assigned by pixeluv.
The model of laser beam intersection is shown in Figure 3 (centre). It is related to the computation of maximum available laser
beam intersection with rectangular prism with the base in pixeluv.
Once the modeluv is computed it can be used for normalization
prerequisites image (sumuv), where sumnew; uv = sumuv/modeluv.

Fig. 2.The rectangle of 3D scan projection onto OXY plane – left,
corresponding image coordinates – right
Rys. 2. Rzutowanie chmury punktów 3D na płaszczyznę OXY oraz
współrzędne obrazu

Computed sumnew,uv image (where values are real numbers from 0 to 1) is used for prerequisites generation based
on image processing methods. The implementation is based
on OpenCV image processing library [27]. Figure 4 shows the
procedure. Input image box represents the computed sumnew,uv
image transformed into binary image using simple threshold
method. Filtering box reduces noise from image. The structuring element used for this operation is:
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Fig. 3. Left: sum of projected pointsxy onto pixelsuv, middle: model of laser beam intersection with rectangular prisms with base assigned by pixeluv, right the result of prerequisites boosting method
Rys. 3. Lewy: suma punktów pointsxy rzutowanych na pixelsuv, środkowy: model laserowego systemu pomiarowego, prawy: rezultat
zastosowanej metody wzmocnienia przesłanek

Fig. 4. Image processing methods used for prerequisites computation
Rys. 4. Algorytm wyznaczania przesłanek na bazie procedur przetwarzania obrazów
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For each pixel pk;l from binary image, where k = 1:510,
l = 1:510, following equation is solved:
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if pres(k;l) > 0 and pk;l = 1 then pout(k;l) = 1, else pout(k;l) = 0. Dilation
box mathematical morphology operation increase the width
of binary objects in the image. The operation dilation [27] dilates the source image using the specified structuring element
that determines the shape of a pixel neighborhood over which
the maximum is taken. Neighboring objects are going to be
connected for better Hough transform result. Skeletonization
based on classical Pavlidis [28] algorithm gives the output as
thin lines that are used by Hough transform box to obtain line
segments.

Walls and doors detection
The procedure of walls and doors prerequisites generation
is using image processing methods. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 5, where each line (marked by
blue color) corresponds to wall prerequisite. The set of lines
is used to obtain segmentation of 3D cloud of points, where
different walls will have different labels. For each line segment the orthogonal planeorth to planeOXY is computed (Fig.
5 – right). The intersection between this two planes is the
same line segment. All 3D points which satisfy the condition
of distance to planeorth have the same label. In the first step
all prerequisites of walls are checked separately. To perform
the scene interpretation semantic net is proposed. Nodes
of a semantic net represent entities of the world and the
relationships between them are defined. Possible labels of
Elektronika 9/2011

Fig. 5. Walls prerequisites detection. Left: Input image, centre:
result as lines (prerequisites of walls), right: example orthogonal
planeorth to planeOXY.
Rys. 5. Przesłanki ścian, lewy: wejściowy obraz, środkowy: wynik jako linie będące przesłankami ścian, prawy: przykładowe
prostopadłe płaszczyzny planeorth i planeOXY

the nodes are L = {“wall”, “wall above door”, “floor”, “ceiling”,
“door”, “free space for door”}. The relationships between the
entities are R = {“parallel”, “orthogonal”, “above”, “under”,
“equal height”, “available inside”, “connected via joint”}. The
semantic net can easily be extended to more entities and
relationships which determine a more sophisticated feature
detection algorithms. In our case the feature detection algorithm is composed by the method of cubes generation,
where each cube should contain measured 3D point. In the
second step of the algorithm wall candidates are chosen.
From this set of candidates, based on relationships between them, proper labels are assigned and output model
is generated.

Stairs detection
The image processing methods are used for stairs prerequisites generation. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 6, where red rectangle corresponds to stairs prerequisite.
It is important to emphasize that the set of parallel lines in
the same short distance between each other can be a projection of stairs. Possible label of the node is L = {“stair”}. The
relationships between the entities are R = {“parallel”, “above”,
“under”}.
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Fig. 6. Stairs prerequisites detection
Rys. 6. Detekcja przesłanek wystąpienia schodów

Semantic simulation engine
The concept of semantic simulation engine is a new idea,
and its strength lies on the semantic map integration with mobile robot simulator. The engine basic elements are: semantic
map nodes(entities) Lsm={“wall”, “wall above door”, “floor”,
“ceiling”, “door”, “free space for door”, “stairs”}, robot simulator nodes(entities) Lrs={“robot”, “rigid body object”, “soft
body object”}, semantic map relationships between the entities Rsm = {“parallel”, “orthogonal”, “above”, “under”, “equal
height”, “available inside”, “connected via joint”}, robot simulator relationships between the entities Rrs = {“connected via
joint”, “position”}, semantic map events Esm = robot simulator events Ers = {“movement”, “collision between two entities started”, “collision between two entities stopped”, “collision between two entities continued”, “broken joint”}. Robot
simulator is implemented in NVIDIA PhysX. The entities from

semantic map correspond to actors in PhysX. Lsm is transformed into Lrs based on spatial model i.e. “walls”, “doors”
and “stairs” correspond to actors with “BOX” shapes (details
concerning NVIDIA PhysX shapes of actors are available at
[58]). Rsm are transformed into Rrs with remark that doors
are connected to walls via revolute joints. All entities/relations
Rsm has the same initial location in Rrs, obviously the location of each actor/entity may change during simulation. The
transformation from Esm to Ers effects that events related
to entities from semantic map correspond to the events related to actors representing proper entities. Following events
can be noticed during simulation: robot can touch each entity,
open/close the door, climb the stairs, enter empty space of
the door, damage itself (broken joint between actors in robot
arm), brake joint that connects door to the wall. It is noteworthy to mention that all robot simulator semantic events are
useful for operator training, where computer has to monitor
simulation events, judge them, and report the result to the
instructor.

Conclusion
In the paper the semantic simulation engine that is used
for merging real semantic data with NVIDIA PhysX mobile
robot simulation is shown. The approach can be used for
further development of sophisticated training tools i.e. AR
(Augmented Reality), where real robots will be used for environment modeling. New approach of image processing techniques in the process of semantic entities identification is
shown. Available State of The Art INDOOR objects recognition techniques can improve proposed implementation. The
approach can be extended to build large environment model

Fig. 7. Robot simulator semantic events. Rys. 7. Semantyczne zdarzenia w symulatorze robota
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by integrating 3D data registration such as ICP. We have
shown new application for semantic mapping - the mobile
robot operator training semantic simulation engine, where
identified and later modeled semantic objects interact with
predefined simulation entities. In our opinion the approach
deliver powerful tool for INDOOR environment inspection
and intervention in which operator can use semantic information to interact with entities. Future work will be related
to the integration of data registration techniques and augmented reality approach.
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